Solutions for Labor Cost Reduction and Increased Safety

Auto Film Cutter Option

The operator normally has two functions:

- Attach the film to the load and start the wrapping cycle by pushing a button.
- When the wrap cycle is completed, cut the film, and dress the film tail either by wiping or tucking.

The Automatic Film Cutter device eliminates the need to cut the film, saving the operator a trip off the forklift.

The benefits are:

- If loading by forklift, the number of times the operator is required to get off and on the lift is reduced 50%. This option could eliminate approximately 13,000 trips a year when wrapping only 25 pallets a day. If using manual pallet jacks or forklifts or both, the number of times the operator is required to bend over to cut the film is reduced 50%. This option saves time and reduces the possibility of injuries caused by continuous bending over.

Video Link: Auto Film Cutter & Pallet Lock
APPROXIMATE AUTOMATIC FILM CUTTER COST = $775  PALLET LOCK OPTION = $2,400

Auto Film Start Option

The Auto Film Start Option reduces the number of times the operator must leave the forklift by using a wireless remote and film attachment clip on the turntable to start the wrap cycle. Saves time and cuts the chance of injury in half. This option is offered on most semi-automatic models when purchased or as a field retrofit.

THE AUTO FILM START OPTION INCLUDES:

- Wireless remote start/stop control and one transmitter so the lift operator can remain on the vehicle to initiate cycle start. Lanyard and pendant auto start devices are available.
- Turntable film attachment hook to secure the film to the turntable for the beginning of the wrap cycle

Video Link: Auto Film Start & Manual Roper
APPROXIMATE AUTO FILM START COST = $790  MANUAL ROPER OPTION = $590

Full Automation with the A-Arm Platform Automatic

Want a fully automatic that attaches and cuts the film that will pay for itself with labor cost reduction while eliminating operator safety concerns? The operator never leaves the forklift or have to bend over twice to attach and cut the film.

Video Link: The A-Arm
APPROXIMATE COST = $11,800
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